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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a cylindrical
battery and a corresponding fabricating method.
[0002] US 2005/0031939 A1 discloses a cylindrical al-
kaline storage battery, wherein a rate of whole area of
the base members varies at different portions.
[0003] Similar cylindrical batteries are known from JP
2004 247221 A and US 2005/031948 A1.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0004] An example of conventional negative electrode
plates is configured by applying a negative electrode ac-
tive material onto a base member formed of a punching
steel plate. This negative electrode plate is wound via a
separator together with a positive electrode plate and
has an outermost peripheral portion positioned on the
outermost periphery of an electrode assembly.
[0005] Conventionally, in order to enhance the me-
chanical strength of an outermost peripheral portion, the
rate of hole area of a base member within a predeter-
mined range from a winding terminal end of the outermost
peripheral portion may be set to be smaller than those
of other portions, as disclosed in JP-A-2004-247221.
[0006] However, with the above configuration, the
winding terminal end of the outermost peripheral portion
or a winding terminal end of a positive electrode plate is
brought into contact with a portion having a large rate of
hole area at the base member of a negative electrode
plate. When a winding terminal end of a negative or pos-
itive electrode plate located on the outermost periphery
is pressed inward in a radial direction in a case where,
for example, a winding roller pressurizes an electrode
assembly in fabricating the electrode assembly, the wind-
ing terminal end bites the negative electrode plate with
which the winding terminal end is brought into contact,
thereby raising a problem that the base member of the
negative electrode plate is broken.
[0007] In JP-A-2005-56674, a negative electrode plate
includes a main body wound inside of an electrode as-
sembly, an outermost peripheral portion wound around
the outermost periphery of the electrode assembly, and
a boundary portion formed between the main body and
the outermost peripheral portion. In the wound electrode
assembly, the rate of hole area of the base member that
forms the boundary portion of the negative electrode
plate is set to be smaller than those of other portions,
thereby preventing any occurrence of a crack or the like
on the boundary portion.
[0008] JP-A-2005-56674 discloses the configuration
having the reduced rate of hole area at the boundary
portion, which is located at a position circumferentially
different from the winding terminal end of the positive
electrode plate and the winding terminal end of the neg-
ative electrode plate. Therefore, as described above, the
winding terminal end of the negative electrode plate or
the winding terminal end of the positive electrode plate

bites a portion having a large rate of hole area at the base
member of the negative electrode plate, thereby raising
a problem of breakage of the base member of the neg-
ative electrode plate.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] A cylindrical battery according to the present
invention is defined in independent claims 1 and 6, re-
spectively.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The foregoing and other features of the inven-
tion will become apparent to one skilled in the art to which
the present invention relates upon consideration of the
invention with reference to the accompanying drawings,
wherein:

Fig. 1 is a plan view showing a negative electrode
plate in a first embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a plan view showing a base member in the
first embodiment;
Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing the wound state of the negative electrode plate
in the first embodiment;
Fig. 4 is a plan view showing a material for the neg-
ative electrode plate in the first embodiment;
Fig. 5 is a plan view showing a negative electrode
plate in a second embodiment;
Fig. 6 is a plan view showing a base member in the
second embodiment;
Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing the wound state of the negative electrode plate
in the second embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a plan view showing a material for the neg-
ative electrode plate in the second embodiment;
Fig. 9 is a plan view showing a base member in a
comparative example;
Fig. 10 is a plan view showing a base member in a
modification;
Fig. 11 is a plan view showing a base member in
another modification;
Fig. 12 is a plan view showing a base member in a
further modification; and
Fig. 13 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing the wound state of a base member in the modi-
fication.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0011] An electrode plate is configured by applying an
active material onto a base member formed of a punching
steel plate, the electrode plate being wound via a sepa-
rator together with an electrode plate, which has a differ-
ent polarity, and having an outermost peripheral portion
positioned at the outermost periphery of an electrode as-
sembly. The rate of hole area of the base member at a
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different electrode overlapping portion, which radially in-
wardly overlaps on a winding terminal end of the elec-
trode plate having the different polarity, is smaller than
that of the base member at the outermost peripheral por-
tion.
[0012] With this configuration, the rate of hole area of
the base member at the different electrode overlapping
portion, which radially inwardly overlaps on the winding
terminal end of the electrode plate having the different
polarity, is smaller than that of the base member at the
outermost peripheral portion. Therefore, the mechanical
strength of the base member overlapping the winding
terminal end can be enhanced, thereby preventing the
base member from being broken due to a pressure ex-
erted by the winding terminal end of the electrode plate
having the different polarity.
[0013] The rate of hole area of a winding start end side
region including the winding start end may be smaller
than that of the base member at a winding terminal end
side portion adjacent to the winding start end side region.
With this configuration, it is possible to effectively sup-
press any breakage caused by an increase in curvature
of the winding start end side region including the winding
start end during winding.
[0014] The rates of hole area of the base member at
the winding start end side portion and the winding termi-
nal end side portion adjacent to the different electrode
overlapping portion may be substantially equal to each
other. With this configuration, because the rates of hole
area of the base member at the winding start end side
portion and the winding terminal end side portion adja-
cent to the different electrode overlapping portion are
larger than that of the base member at the different elec-
trode overlapping portion, the breakage of the base mem-
ber can be suppressed while the packing density of the
active material can be increased as possible.
[0015] The rate of hole area of the base member at the
winding start end side portion adjacent to the different
electrode overlapping portion, the rate of hole area of the
base member at the different electrode overlapping por-
tion, and the rate of hole area of the base member at the
winding terminal end side portion adjacent to the different
electrode overlapping portion may be large, small, and
intermediate, respectively. With this configuration, the
breakage of the base member can be suppressed while
the mechanical strength of the base member at the out-
ermost peripheral portion can be enhanced.
[0016] The rate of hole area of the base member at a
same electrode overlapping portion, which radially in-
wardly overlaps on a winding terminal end of the elec-
trode plate having the same polarity, may be smaller than
that of the base member at the winding terminal end side
in the outermost peripheral portion. With this configura-
tion, the rate of hole area of the base member at the same
electrode overlapping portion, which overlaps on the
winding terminal end in the outermost peripheral portion,
is smaller than that of the base member at the winding
terminal end side in the outermost peripheral portion.

Therefore, the mechanical strength of the base member
overlapping the winding terminal end can be enhanced,
thereby preventing the base member from being broken
due to a pressure exerted by the winding terminal end.
[0017] The thickness of the base member may be 20
mm or more and 100 mm or less. Within this range, the
breakage of the base member can be reduced by reduc-
ing the rate of hole area. It is preferable that the thickness
of the base member be 35 mm or more and 45 mm or
less. Within this range, the breakage of the base member
can be significantly reduced.
[0018] The packing density of the active material at the
outermost peripheral portion may be smaller than that of
the active material at other portions on the winding start
end side than the outermost peripheral portion. With this
configuration, because the packing density of the active
material at the outermost peripheral portion is small, the
outermost peripheral portion is deformable, and a stress
to be exerted on the base member is reduced, thereby
suppressing the breakage of the base member.
[0019] A fabricating method for an electrode plate in
which the rate of hole area of a base member at a different
electrode overlapping portion, which radially inwardly
overlaps on a winding terminal end of the electrode plate
having a different polarity, is smaller than that of the base
member at an outermost peripheral portion, and the
packing density of an active material at the outermost
peripheral portion is smaller than that of the active ma-
terial at other portions than the outermost peripheral por-
tion, may include the steps of: applying the active material
onto both sides of the base member extending in a wind-
ing axial direction, and removing part of the active mate-
rial applied onto the outermost peripheral portion; press-
ing the active material applied onto the base member
together with the base member; and cutting the base
member extending in the winding axial direction. In a con-
ventional a base member, which extends in a winding
direction, in order to reduce the packing density of an
active material at an outermost periphery portion, the
base member first needs to be cut, and then, the active
material needs to be removed from each electrode plate.
In the fabricating method according to an aspect of the
present invention, since the base member extending not
in the winding direction but in the winding axial direction
is used, the active material applying process can follow
the active material removing process, thus enhancing
productivity. Moreover, with the base member extending
in the winding axial direction, it is difficult to form a solid
portion in the winding axial direction of the electrode
plate. In the case of no solid portion in the winding axial
direction, the strength in the winding axial direction is
reduced, thereby raising a problem of a breakage of the
base member due to a pressurizing roller during elec-
trode plate winding. On the other hand, the base member
according to the present invention can solve the problem
of the breakage of the base member during the electrode
plate winding by reducing the rate of hole area at the
overlapping portion.
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[0020] In the case where the active material filling den-
sities at the outermost peripheral portion and the other
portions are different from each other, pressures exerted
on the outermost peripheral portion and the other por-
tions of the base member in the pressing process are
different from each other, therefore, the pressure is un-
evenly exerted on the base member, thereby inducing a
breakage of the base member. In view of this, in the base
member according to an aspect of the present invention,
the rate of hole area of the base member at the region
of the high active material packing density is made to be
smaller than that of the outermost peripheral portion,
thereby enhancing the strength. Thus, it is possible to
suppress the breakage of the base member in the press-
ing process. Additionally, it is preferable to provide a cut-
ting process in which a continuous sheet for the base
member is cut into electrode plates before the pressing
process and a rotating process in which the electrode
plate is rotated at an angle of 90°C. The cutting and ro-
tating processes are performed before the pressing proc-
ess, therefore, even if the base member extends in the
winding axial direction, a constant pressure can be uni-
formly exerted in the winding direction, thus suppressing
the active material from falling at the outermost peripheral
portion.
[0021] According to the aspects of the present inven-
tion described above, it is possible to suppress a break-
age of the base member due to pressurization or the like
in fabricating a wound electrode assembly.

<First Embodiment>

[0022] A first embodiment of the present invention will
be described hereinafter with reference to the attached
drawings.
[0023] A negative electrode plate 100 in the present
embodiment is formed into a belt-like shape by applying
a negative electrode active material 3 including a hydro-
gen occlusion alloy to a base member 2 formed of a
punching steel plate having a pore pattern of a pore di-
ameter of 1 mm. The thickness of the base member 2 is
35 mm. The base member 2 is plated with nickel in a
thickness of 1 mm. The resultant negative electrode plate
100 is spirally wound via separators together with a pos-
itive electrode plate 300, thereby forming a wound elec-
trode assembly. The wound electrode assembly is
housed in a cylindrical battery case to obtain a cylindrical
battery.
[0024] Specifically, the negative electrode plate 100
includes an outermost peripheral portion 4positioned on
the outermost periphery of the wound electrode assem-
bly and a main portion 6 that is other than the outermost
peripheral portion 4, as shown in Figs. 1 to 3. Reference
character L in Figs. 1 and 2 designates the boundary
between the outermost peripheral portion 4 and the main
portion 6.
[0025] The negative electrode plate 100 is configured
such that the rate of hole area of the base member 2 at

a portion overlapping on a winding terminal end 300b of
the positive electrode plate 300 (hereinafter referred to
as a different electrode overlapping portion 5) is smaller
at least than that of the base member 2 at the outermost
peripheral portion 4 in the state in which the negative
electrode plate 100 is wound via the separators together
with the positive electrode 300.
[0026] The different electrode overlapping portion 5 is
formed in the main portion 6. The rate of hole area of the
base member 2 on the side of a winding start end 100a
adjacent to the different electrode overlapping portion 5
and the rate of hole area of the base member 2 on the
side of a winding terminal end 100b adjacent to the dif-
ferent electrode overlapping portion 5 are substantially
the same, and are greater than the rate of hole area of
the base member 2 at the different electrode overlapping
portion 5. In the present embodiment, the winding start
end side portion is a predetermined range set on the side
of the winding start end 100a from the different electrode
overlapping portion 5 whereas the winding terminal end
side portion is the whole range from the different elec-
trode overlapping portion 5 to the winding terminal end
100b and includes the outermost peripheral portion 4.
[0027] In the negative electrode plate 100, the rate of
hole area of the base member 2 in a region 100x on the
winding start end side in the predetermined range includ-
ing the winding start end 100a is set to be smaller than
that of the base member 2 at the winding terminal end
side portion adjacent to the region 100x on the winding
start end side, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In the present
embodiment, the rate of hole area of the base member
2 in the region 100x on the winding start end side and
the rate of hole area of the base member 2 at the different
electrode overlapping portion 5 are substantially the
same. Because the rate of hole area of the base member
2 in the region 100x on the winding start end side is small,
even if the curvature of the region 100x on the winding
start end side including the winding start end 100a during
winding becomes great, the negative electrode plate 100
can be effectively suppressed from being broken.
[0028] Additionally, the negative electrode plate 100 in
the present embodiment is configured such that the pack-
ing density of the negative electrode active material 3 in
the outermost peripheral portion 4 becomes smaller than
that of the negative electrode active material 3 in the main
portion 6. Specifically, the thickness of the negative elec-
trode active material 3 to be applied to the outermost
peripheral portion 4 is set to be smaller than that of the
negative electrode active material 3 to be applied to the
main portion 6. The thickness of the negative electrode
plate 100, to which the negative electrode active material
3 has been applied, is, for example, 0.38 mm at the main
portion 6 whereas 0.25 mm at the outermost peripheral
portion 4. Because the packing density of the negative
electrode active material 3 at the outermost peripheral
portion 4 is small, the outermost peripheral portion 4
tends to be readily deformed, and further, a stress to be
exerted on the base member 2 is reduced, thus suppress-
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ing breakage according to the deformation of the base
member 2.
[0029] Next, one example of a fabricating method for
the negative electrode plate 100 in the present embodi-
ment will be described below.
[0030] As shown in Fig. 4, in an applying process, the
negative electrode active material 3 is applied to the en-
tire surfaces of both surfaces of a base member (i.e., a
main material) 200 having numerous holes therein such
that the rate of hole area of a region R1 serving as the
different electrode overlapping portion 5 and the rate of
hole area of a region R3 serving as the region 100x on
the winding start end side become smaller than that of
other regions R2, and further, part of an active material
applied to the region R2 serving as the outermost periph-
eral portion 4 is removed; in a drying process, the neg-
ative electrode active material 3 applied onto the main
material 200 in the applying process is dried; and in a
pressing process, the negative electrode active material
3 dried in the drying process is pressed together with the
main material 200. These processes are sequentially
performed. After the pressing process, the main material
200 extending in a winding axial direction is cut along cut
lines in Fig. 4 in a cutting process, and the negative elec-
trode plate 100 in the present embodiment is fabricated.
The negative electrode plate 100 fabricated as described
above is wound via the separators together with the pos-
itive electrode plate 300, to be pressed outside in a radial
direction by a winding roller, thus obtaining a wound elec-
trode assembly.
[0031] With the negative electrode plate 100 in the
present embodiment configured as described above, the
rate of hole area of the base member 2 at the different
electrode overlapping portion 5 that overlaps the winding
terminal end 300b of the positive electrode plate 300 is
smaller at least than that of the base member 2 at the
outermost peripheral portion 4, therefore, the mechanical
strength of the base member 2 at the different electrode
overlapping portion 5 can be increased, thus preventing
the base member 2 from being broken by a pressure from
the winding terminal end 300b of the positive electrode
plate 300. In the case where, for example, an electrode
assembly is pressurized by the winding roller in fabricat-
ing the electrode assembly, the winding terminal end
300b hardly bites the different electrode overlapping por-
tion 5 even if the winding terminal end 300b of the positive
electrode plate 300 is pressed inward in the radial direc-
tion to be brought into contact with the different electrode
overlapping portion 5, thus preventing the base member
2 of the negative electrode plate 100 from being broken.
Consequently, it is possible to suppress an increase in
inside resistance of the negative electrode plate 100 and
to fabricate a battery having a desired capacity.
[0032] Moreover, the rate of hole area of the base
member 2 in the region 100x on the winding start end
side is smaller than that of the base member 2 on the
winding terminal end side adjacent to the region 100x on
the winding start end side. Consequently, even if the cur-

vature of the region 100x on the winding start end side
including the winding start end 100a is increased during
winding, the breakage can be effectively suppressed.
[0033] Additionally, in the present embodiment, the
rate of hole area of the base member 2 on the side of the
winding start end 100a adjacent to the different electrode
overlapping portion 5 is equal to that of the base member
2 on the side of the winding terminal end 100b adjacent
to the different electrode overlapping portion 5, so that
the breakage of the base member 2 at the winding ter-
minal end 100b can be suppressed while the filling
amount of the negative electrode active material 3 to be
housed in a battery case can be increased as much as
possible.

<Second Embodiment>

[0034] A second embodiment of the present invention
will be described hereinafter with reference to the at-
tached drawings.
[0035] A negative electrode plate 100 in the present
embodiment includes an outermost peripheral portion 4
positioned on the outermost periphery of a wound elec-
trode assembly and a main portion 6 that is other than
the outermost peripheral portion 4, as shown in Figs. 5
to 7. Reference character L in Figs. 1 and 2 designates
the boundary between the outermost peripheral portion
4 and the main portion 6.
[0036] The negative electrode plate 100 is configured
such that the rate of hole area of the base member 2 at
a portion overlapping a winding terminal end 100b of the
outermost peripheral portion 4 (hereinafter referred to as
a same electrode overlapping portion 7) is smaller at least
than that of the base member 2 at a winding start end
side portion adjacent to the same electrode overlapping
portion 7 in the state in which it is wound via separators
together with the positive electrode 300.
[0037] More specifically, the rate of hole area of the
base member 2 at the winding start end portion adjacent
to the same electrode overlapping portion 7 is equal to
that of the base member 2 at the winding terminal end
side portion adjacent to the same electrode overlapping
portion 7, and further, the rate of hole area of the base
member 2 at the same electrode overlapping portion 7
is smaller than the above rates of hole area. In the present
embodiment, the winding start end side portion is the
entire range from the same electrode overlapping portion
7 to the winding start end 100a; whereas the winding
terminal end side portion is the entire range from the
same electrode overlapping portion 7 to the winding ter-
minal end 100b. Here, the same electrode overlapping
portion 7 includes the boundary L between the outermost
peripheral portion 4 and the main portion 6, and further,
is formed over predetermined ranges toward the winding
start end 100a and the winding terminal end 100b from
the boundary L, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
[0038] Additionally, the negative electrode plate 100 in
the present embodiment is configured such that the pack-
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ing density of the negative electrode active material 3 in
the outermost peripheral portion 4 becomes smaller than
that of the negative electrode active material 3 in the main
portion 6. Specifically, the thickness of the negative elec-
trode active material 3 to be applied to the outermost
peripheral portion 4 is smaller than that of the negative
electrode active material 3 to be applied to the main por-
tion 6. Because the packing density of the negative elec-
trode active material 3 at the outermost peripheral portion
4 is smaller, the outermost peripheral portion 4 is readily
deformed, and further, a stress to be exerted on a base
member 2 is reduced, thus suppressing a breakage ac-
cording to the deformation of the base member 2. Addi-
tionally, in the present embodiment, the portion having
the small rate of hole area is formed in such a manner
as to include the boundary L between the outermost pe-
ripheral portion 4 and the main portion 6, thereby pre-
venting the base member 2 from being broken by a strain
generated in the vicinity of the boundary L caused by
pressing the negative electrode active material 3.
[0039] Next, one example of a fabricating method for
the negative electrode plate 100 in the present embodi-
ment will be described below.
[0040] As shown in Fig. 8, in an applying process, the
negative electrode active material 3 is applied to the en-
tire surfaces of both surfaces of a base member (i.e., a
main material) 200 having numerous holes therein such
that the rate of hole area of a region R4 serving as the
same electrode overlapping portion 5 becomes smaller
than those of other regions R5, and further, part of an
active material applied to the region R5 serving as the
outermost peripheral portion 4 is removed; in a drying
process, the negative electrode active material 3 applied
onto the main material 200 in the applying process is
dried; and in a pressing process, the negative electrode
active material 3 dried in the drying process is pressed
together with the main material 200. These processes
are sequentially performed. After the pressing process,
the main material 200 extending in a winding axial direc-
tion is cut along cut lines in Fig. 8 in a cutting process,
and the negative electrode plate 100 in the present em-
bodiment is fabricated. The negative electrode plate 100
fabricated as described above is wound via the separa-
tors together with the positive electrode plate 300, to be
pressed outside in a radial direction by a winding roller,
thus obtaining a wound electrode assembly.
[0041] With the negative electrode plate 100 in the
present embodiment such configured as described
above, the rate of hole area of the base member 2 at the
same electrode overlapping portion 5 that overlaps the
winding terminal end 100b of the outermost peripheral
portion 4 is smaller at least than that of the base member
2 at the winding start end side portion adjacent to the
same electrode overlapping portion 5, therefore, the me-
chanical strength of the base member 2 at the same elec-
trode overlapping portion 5 can be enhanced, thus pre-
venting the base member 2 from being broken by a pres-
sure from the winding terminal end 100b. In the case

where, for example, an electrode assembly is pressu-
rized by the winding roller in fabricating the electrode
assembly or the electrode assembly is brought into con-
tact with a battery case when the electrode assembly is
inserted into the battery case, the winding terminal end
100b hardly bites the same electrode overlapping portion
5 even if the winding terminal end 100b of the negative
electrode plate 100 positioned at the outermost periphery
is pressed inward in the radial direction to be brought into
contact with the same electrode overlapping portion 5,
thus preventing the base member 2 of the negative elec-
trode plate 100 from being broken. Consequently, it is
possible to suppress an increase in inside resistance of
the negative electrode plate 100 and to fabricate a battery
having a desired capacity.
[0042] Additionally, in the present embodiment, the
rate of hole area of the winding start end side portion
adjacent to the same electrode overlapping portion 5 is
equal to that of the winding terminal end side portion ad-
jacent to the same electrode overlapping portion 5, so
that the breakage of the base member 2 at the winding
terminal end side portion is suppressed while the filling
amount of the negative electrode active material 3 to be
housed in a battery case can be increased as much as
possible.
[0043] The present invention is not limited to the above
embodiments.
[0044] For example, although the negative electrode
plate is configured to be positioned at the outermost pe-
riphery of the wound electrode assembly in the above
embodiments, the positive electrode plate may be posi-
tioned at the outermost periphery of the wound electrode
assembly. In this case, the positive electrode plate is ob-
tained by applying a positive electrode active material
onto a base member formed of a punching steel plate,
and further, the rate of hole area of a different electrode
overlapping portion at which the positive electrode plate
radially inwardly overlaps on the winding terminal end of
the negative electrode plate is set to be smaller than at
least that of an outermost peripheral portion. Alternative-
ly, the rate of hole area of a same electrode overlapping
portion that overlaps on a winding terminal end in the
outermost peripheral portion of the positive electrode
plate is set to be smaller at least than that of a winding
start end side portion adjacent to the same electrode
overlapping portion.
[0045] In the first embodiment, the rate of hole area of
the winding start end side portion adjacent to the different
electrode overlapping portion 5 and the rate of hole area
of the winding terminal end side portion adjacent to the
different electrode overlapping portion 5 are equal to
each other, and further, they are greater than that of the
different electrode overlapping portion 5. Alternatively,
the interrelationship among the rate of hole area of the
winding start end side portion adjacent to the different
electrode overlapping portion 5, the rate of hole area of
the winding terminal end side portion adjacent to the dif-
ferent electrode overlapping portion 5, and the rate of
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hole area of the different electrode overlapping portion 5
is variously modified.
[0046] For example, as shown in Fig. 10, the rate of
hole area of a base member 2 on the side of a winding
start end 100a adjacent to a different electrode overlap-
ping portion 5, the rate of hole area of the base member
2 at the different electrode overlapping portion 5, and the
rate of hole area of the base member 2 on the side of a
winding terminal end 100b adjacent to the different elec-
trode overlapping portion 5 may be large, small, and in-
termediate, respectively. Here, a negative electrode
plate having a same electrode overlapping portion 7 also
may be configured in the same manner. With this con-
figuration, the mechanical strength of an outermost pe-
ripheral portion 4 is enhanced, thereby suppressing the
base member 2 at the outermost peripheral portion 4
from being broken. In the meantime, the mechanical
strength of the different electrode overlapping portion 5
can be enhanced more than that of other portions at a
main portion 6. Incidentally, as shown in Fig. 9, although
the rate of hole area of a base member 2 on the side of
a winding start end 100a adjacent to a different electrode
overlapping portion 5, the rate of hole area of the base
member 2 at the different electrode overlapping portion
5, and the rate of hole area of the base member 2 on the
side of a winding terminal end 100b adjacent to the dif-
ferent electrode overlapping portion 5 may be large, in-
termediate, and small, respectively, it is difficult in this
case to satisfactorily suppress the base member 2 at the
different electrode overlapping portion 5 from being bro-
ken.
[0047] Moreover, the rate of hole area of the negative
electrode plate 100 may be configured in such a manner
as to gradually become smaller from the winding start
end 100a to the winding terminal end 100b such that the
rate of hole area of the different electrode overlapping
portion 5 is smaller than that of the winding start end side
portion. Here, the number or diameter of holes may be
varied, or the intervals between holes may be gradually
larger from the winding start end 100a to the winding
terminal end 100b in a mode in which there are different
rates of hole area, like the above embodiment. Inciden-
tally, the negative electrode plate having the same elec-
trode overlapping portion 7 may be configured in the
same manner.
[0048] Although the winding start end side portion ad-
jacent to the different electrode overlapping portion 5 in-
cludes the winding start end side region 100x on the wind-
ing start end side in the first embodiment, the winding
start end side portion may not include the winding start
end side region 100x on the winding start end side.
[0049] Additionally, as shown in Fig. 11, the winding
start end side region 100x on the winding start end side
may be formed also on the same electrode overlapping
portion 5, and the rate of hole area of the region 100x on
the winding start end side may be made to be equal to
that of the same electrode overlapping portion 5.
[0050] In addition, the electrode plate may include both

of the different electrode overlapping portion 5 and the
same electrode overlapping portion 7, as shown in Figs.
12 and 13. The different electrode overlapping portion 5
and the same electrode overlapping portion 7 may be
disposed at positions different from each other in a wind-
ing direction, as shown in Fig. 13, or they may be inte-
grated at the same position.
[0051] The rates of hole area may be varied in not only
the winding direction but also in the winding axial direc-
tion. In the case where the rates of hole area are varied
in the winding axial direction, the mechanical strength
can be enhanced in the winding axial direction. When a
solid portion without any holes is formed in the winding
axial direction, it is possible to prevent the plate from
being broken due to the connection of holes in the winding
axial direction.
[0052] Besides, the present invention is not limited to
the above embodiments, therefore, it is to be understood
that various modifications should be achieved without
departing from the subject matter.

Claims

1. A cylindrical battery comprising:

an electrode plate (100) having an active mate-
rial (3) applied onto a base member (2) formed
of a punching steel plate, the electrode plate
(100) being wound via a separator together with
an electrode plate (300), which has a different
polarity so as to form an electrode assembly,
and having an outermost peripheral portion (4)
positioned at the outermost periphery of the
electrode assembly and a main portion (6) that
is other than the outermost peripheral portion
(4),
wherein the rate of hole area of the base member
(2) at a portion (5) of the electrode assembly,
wherein the electrode of different polarity over-
lap, which is formed in the main portion (6) and
radially inwardly overlaps on a winding terminal
end (300b) of the electrode plate (300) having
the different polarity, is smaller than that of the
base member (2) at the outermost peripheral
portion (4).

2. The cylindrical battery according to claim 1, wherein
the rate of hole area of a winding start end side region
(100x) including the winding start end (100a) is
smaller than that of the base member at the outer-
most peripheral portion.

3. The cylindrical battery according to claim 1 or claim
2, wherein
the rates of hole area of a winding start end side
portion (100x) and a winding terminal end side por-
tion (100b) adjacent to the portion (5), wherein the
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electrode of different polarity overlap, are substan-
tially equal to each other.

4. The cylindrical battery according to claim 1, wherein
the rate of hole area of a winding start end side por-
tion (2) adjacent to the portion (5), wherein electrode
of different polarity overlap, is larger than the rate of
hole area of a winding terminal end side portion (4)
adjacent to the portion (5), wherein electrode of dif-
ferent polarity overlap, and the rate of hole area of
a winding terminal end side portion (4) adjacent to
the portion (5), wherein electrode of different polarity
overlap, is larger than the rate of hole area of the
portion (5), wherein electrode of different polarity
overlap.

5. The cylindrical battery according to any one of claims
1 to 4, wherein
the rate of hole area of the base member at a same
electrode overlapping portion, which radially inward-
ly overlaps on a winding terminal end (100b) of the
electrode plate (100) having the same polarity, is
smaller than that of the base member (2) at a winding
terminal end side in the outermost peripheral portion
(4).

6. A cylindrical battery comprising:

an electrode plate (100) having an active mate-
rial (3) applied onto a base member (2) formed
of a punching steel plate, the electrode plate
(100) being wound via a separator together with
an electrode plate (300), which has a different
polarity so as to form an electrode assembly,
and having an outermost peripheral portion (4)
positioned at the outermost periphery of the
electrode assembly and a main portion (6) that
is other than the outermost peripheral portion
(4),
wherein the rate of hole area of the base member
(2) at a portion (7) of the electrode assembly,
which is formed in the main portion (6) and over-
laps on a winding terminal end (100b) of the elec-
trode plate (100) having the same polarity, is
smaller than that of the base member (4) at a
winding terminal end side in the outermost pe-
ripheral portion (4).

7. The cylindrical battery according to any one of claims
1 to 6, wherein
the packing density of the active material (3) at the
outermost peripheral portion (4) is smaller than that
of the active material (3) at other portions than the
outermost peripheral portion (4).

Patentansprüche

1. Zylindrische Batterie, umfassend:

eine Elektrodenplatte (100) mit einem aktiven
Material (3), das auf einem Basiselement (2)
aufgebracht ist, das aus einer gestanzten Stahl-
platte gebildet ist, wobei die Elektrodenplatte
(100) über einen Separator gemeinsam mit ei-
ner Elektrodenplatte (300), die eine unter-
schiedliche Polarität aufweist, gewickelt ist, um
eine Elektrodenanordnung zu bilden, und mit ei-
nem äußersten Umfangsabschnitt (4), der an
dem äußersten Umfang der Elektrodenanord-
nung positioniert ist, und einem Hauptabschnitt
(6), der nicht der äußerste Umfangsabschnitt (4)
ist,
wobei die Lochbereichsrate des Basiselements
(2) an einem Abschnitt (5) der Elektrodenanord-
nung, an dem die Elektrode unterschiedlicher
Polarität überlappt, der in dem Hauptabschnitt
(6) gebildet ist und radial nach innen auf einem
Wicklungsanschlussende (300b) der Elektro-
denplatte (300), die die unterschiedliche Polari-
tät aufweist, überlappt, kleiner ist als die des Ba-
siselements (2) an dem äußersten Umfangsab-
schnitt (4).

2. Zylindrische Batterie nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Lochbereichsrate einer Wicklungsanfangsend-
seitenregion (100x), die das Wicklungsanfangsende
(100a) aufweist, kleiner ist als die des Basiselements
an dem äußersten Umfangsabschnitt.

3. Zylindrische Batterie nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei
die Lochbereichsraten eines Wicklungsanfangsend-
seitenabschnitts (100x) und eines Wicklungsan-
schlussendseitenabschnitts (100b) benachbart zu
dem Abschnitt (5), an dem die Elektrode unter-
schiedlicher Polarität überlappt, im Wesentlichen zu-
einander gleich sind.

4. Zylindrische Batterie nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Lochbereichsrate eines Wicklungsanfangsend-
seitenabschnitt (2) benachbart zu dem Abschnitt (5),
an dem die Elektrode unterschiedlicher Polarität
überlappt, größer ist als die Lochbereichsrate eines
Wicklungsanschlussendseitenabschnitts (4) be-
nachbart zu dem Abschnitt (5), an dem die Elektrode
unterschiedlicher Polarität überlappt, und die Loch-
bereichsrate eines Wicklungsanschlussendseiten-
abschnitts (4) benachbart zu dem Abschnitt (5), an
dem die Elektrode unterschiedlicher Polarität über-
lappt, größer ist als die Lochbereichsrate des Ab-
schnitts (5), an dem die Elektrode unterschiedlicher
Polarität überlappt.

5. Zylindrische Batterie nach einem der Ansprüche 1
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bis 4, wobei
die Lochbereichsrate des Basiselements an einem
gleichen Elektroden überlappenden Abschnitt, der
radial nach innen auf einem Wicklungsanschlussen-
de (100b) der Elektrodenplatte (100), welche die
gleiche Polarität aufweist, überlappt, kleiner ist als
die des Basiselements (2) an der Wicklungsan-
schlussendseite in dem äußersten Umfangsab-
schnitt (4) .

6. Zylindrische Batterie, umfassend:

eine Elektrodenplatte (100) mit einem aktiven
Material (3), das auf einem Basiselement (2)
aufgebracht ist, das aus einer gestanzten Stahl-
platte gebildet ist, wobei die Elektrodenplatte
(100) über einen Separator gemeinsam mit ei-
ner Elektrodenplatte (300), die eine unter-
schiedliche Polarität aufweist, gewickelt ist, um
eine Elektrodenanordnung zu bilden, und mit ei-
nem äußersten Umfangsabschnitt (4), der an
dem äußersten Umfang der Elektrodenanord-
nung positioniert ist, und einem Hauptabschnitt
(6), der nicht der äußerste Umfangsabschnitt (4)
ist,
wobei die Lochbereichsrate des Basiselements
(2) an einem Abschnitt (7) der Elektrodenanord-
nung, der in dem Hauptabschnitt (6) gebildet ist
und auf einem Wicklungsanschlussende (100b)
der Elektrodenplatte (100), welche die gleiche
Polarität aufweist, überlappt, kleiner ist als die
des Basiselements (4) an der Wicklungsan-
schlussendseite in dem äußersten Umfangsab-
schnitt (4) .

7. Zylindrische Batterie nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 6, wobei
die Packungsdichte des aktiven Materials (3) an dem
äußersten Umfangsabschnitt (4) kleiner ist als die
des aktiven Materials (3) an Abschnitten, die nicht
der äußerste Umfangsabschnitt (4) sind.

Revendications

1. Batterie cylindrique comprenant :

une plaque d’électrode (100) ayant un matériau
actif (3) appliqué sur un élément de base (2)
formé d’une plaque d’acier à emporte-pièce, la
plaque d’électrode (100) étant enroulée via un
séparateur avec une plaque d’électrode (300)
qui a une polarité différente afin de former un
ensemble électrode, et ayant une partie péri-
phérique la plus extérieure (4) positionnée à la
périphérie la plus extérieure de l’ensemble élec-
trode et une partie principale (6) qui est une par-
tie autre que la partie périphérique la plus exté-

rieure (4),
dans laquelle le taux de surface de trous de l’élé-
ment de base (2) dans une partie (5) de l’en-
semble électrode dans laquelle les électrodes
de polarité différente se chevauchent, qui est
formée dans la partie principale (6) et chevau-
che radialement vers l’intérieur une extrémité de
terminaison d’enroulement (300b) de la plaque
d’électrode (300) ayant la polarité différente, est
inférieur à celui de l’élément de base (2) dans
la partie périphérique la plus extérieure (4).

2. Batterie cylindrique selon la revendication 1, dans
laquelle le taux de surface de trous d’une région côté
extrémité de début d’enroulement (100x) incluant
l’extrémité de début d’enroulement (100a) est infé-
rieur à celui de l’élément de base dans la partie pé-
riphérique la plus extérieure.

3. Batterie cylindrique selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
dans laquelle
les taux de surface de trous d’une partie côté extré-
mité de début d’enroulement (100x) et d’une partie
côté extrémité de terminaison d’enroulement (100b)
adjacente à la partie (5), dans laquelle les électrodes
de polarité différente se chevauchent, sont sensible-
ment égaux entre eux.

4. Batterie cylindrique selon la revendication 1, dans
laquelle le taux de surface de trous d’une partie côté
extrémité de début d’enroulement (2) adjacente à la
partie (5), dans laquelle les électrodes de polarité
différente se chevauchent, est supérieur au taux de
surface de trous d’une partie côté extrémité de ter-
minaison d’enroulement (4) adjacente à la partie (5),
dans laquelle les électrodes de polarité différente se
chevauchent, et le taux de surface de trous d’une
partie côté extrémité de terminaison d’enroulement
(4) adjacente à la partie (5), dans laquelle les élec-
trodes de polarité différente se chevauchent, est su-
périeur au taux de surface de trous de la partie (5),
dans laquelle les électrodes de polarité différente se
chevauchent.

5. Batterie cylindrique selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 4, dans laquelle
le taux de surface de trous de l’élément de base dans
une même partie de chevauchement d’électrode, qui
chevauche radialement vers l’intérieur une extrémité
de terminaison d’enroulement (100b) de la plaque
d’électrode (100) ayant la même polarité, est infé-
rieur à celui de l’élément de base (2) d’un côté ex-
trémité de terminaison d’enroulement dans la partie
périphérique la plus extérieure (4).

6. Batterie cylindrique comprenant :

une plaque d’électrode (100) ayant un matériau
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actif (3) appliqué sur un élément de base (2)
formé d’une plaque d’acier à emporte-pièce, la
plaque d’électrode (100) étant enroulée via un
séparateur avec une plaque d’électrode (300)
qui a une polarité différente afin de former un
ensemble électrode, et ayant une partie péri-
phérique la plus extérieure (4) positionnée à la
périphérie la plus extérieure de l’ensemble élec-
trode et une partie principale (6) qui est une par-
tie autre que la partie périphérique la plus exté-
rieure (4),
dans laquelle le taux de surface de trous de l’élé-
ment de base (2) dans une partie (7) de l’en-
semble électrode, qui est formée dans la partie
principale (6) et chevauche une extrémité de ter-
minaison d’enroulement (100b) de la plaque
d’électrode (100) ayant la même polarité, est in-
férieur à celui de l’élément de base (4) d’un côté
extrémité de terminaison d’enroulement dans la
partie périphérique la plus extérieure (4).

7. Batterie cylindrique selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 6, dans laquelle
la densité volumique du matériau actif (3) dans la
partie périphérique la plus extérieure (4) est inférieu-
re à celle du matériau actif (3) dans d’autres parties
que la partie périphérique la plus extérieure (4).
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